
Emoji Go Global Game Rules 

This is a Quiz game, but it’s totally different from other Quiz games. In other Quiz games, the 

user have to answer the questions, but this game scenario is totally different. It’s a VR game. 

The start begins with a roller coaster. In the start of the game, the player sits on the Roller 

coaster that is specially designed for a user. When the game starts, five smiley balls of different 

color will be shown to user. Every ball has it’s own functionality. You can say every ball has it’s 

own mode of gameplay. User have to choose one out of all. The following five balls will be 

shown with emoji symbols that comes to life at the center of the screen. The most important 

thing is to remember what color ball will be paired with each emoji symbol. 

 

EMOJI Memory Matching Game: 

Match emoji with the right emotional color ball. 

1. Red ball - rage, anger 

2. Blue ball - sadness 

3. Green ball - peace 

4. Purple ball - acceptance 

5. Orange ball – Joyful 

The game mode depends on which color of ball the user chooses. After choosing the color of 

the ball, you will be notified if it is correct or wrong. Tour menu will be pop up. There are five 

balls that will be shown to user, one of them is glowing ball. The meaning of glowing ball is the 

tour of the USA country or country of choice. If user selects 10 glowing ball in 2 minutes, player 

experiences the tour of a specific USA country or country of their choice. If user fails to select 

the right glowing ball, then solar eclipse will be shown to user and the angry mode will be on, 

which means the roller coaster will be in continuous motion. 

The player always wear virtual reality headset, multi-tone watch, and five rings that also allows 

for you to tap on your choice of color out of the five color options available. If the right color is 

selected for the emoji memory matching game, it will always turn the sun to the shade of color 

selected. 

Each time the player gets it right, the solar eclipse of the sun occurs and leads to the light 

change of choice that shines in the sky for everyone to see. And if the player picks the right 

glow ball per emoji flashed on their screen, it will create a beam of light that will turn the sun to 

that shade of color. 



The player with the glowing rating of 10 attained in 2 minutes will turn into a solar eclipse of 

the sun that gets to explore a specific US State or country of their choice by simply clicking on 

the emoji flag icon. 

However, if they are unable to do so, the super fun roller coaster ride becomes a scary one 

because it becomes a never-ending roller coaster ride that won't stop. The player is finally able 

to get the roller coaster to stop by successfully passing the emoji matching game in 2 minutes. 

 

Special Features 

You may also use Power Ups in levels of the game. Power Ups can help you improve your scores 

in levels and help you get more stars. There are 5 Power-Ups, and you can use only 2 per level.  

 

Here are the 5 Power-Ups: 

Super Seed Light : They can turn any light on bigger. 

Success Seed: Upgrades your light to precision quality, so that when tapped on, the light 

becomes like a bullet that can go faster and farther than before. 

Seed Hope: Allows you to see where your light is going to crash/land go before you aim for the 

solar sun eclipse in the sky. 

Seed Harmony: Rumbles the ground in a level that can make fireworks fall down. 

Shockwave: fire rockets with the Shockwave ability to demolish the fireworks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Characters 

There are currently four different styles of playable emoji. They are shown in the order they are 

first presented to the player. 

 

Each Emoji has a different ability, such as being able to send shockwaves, splitting into three, or 

exploding. These abilities are activated by tapping or clicking the screen while the emoji is 

getting ready to launch light toward the direction of the moving solar sun eclipse.  

 

Below is the list of emoji along with their real names: 

Emoji 

Main Article: Emoji  

 

Earth Emoji - special power include shockwaves and seed quakes that targets all areas of the 

land in all levels for proper participation. 

Wind Emoji - Splits into three smaller emoji. Works best for movement with ease, in trying to 

find success by picking up speed and distance when tapped or clicked. Best against flying 

fireworks. 

Fire Emoji - Expands like an inflated balloon and explodes when tapped/clicked or shortly upon 

impact. Best against any flying objects. 

Water Emoji - Drops egg-shaped raindrops that can trap dangerous objects in a bubble upon 

impact. Best for containing destructive elements with ease. 

 

Rewards: 

The final section is the rewards section with all the different flag emoji icons to choose for your 

own independent adventure. Three to five minutes Exploration of Any Country of your choice.  

 


